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Radiative processes play an important role in atomic as well as in elementary particle physics whereas in nuclear physics the investigation of bremsstrahlung has been limited to a few cases, like beta-decay 1 , proton-nucleus scattering 2 , and only very recently also nucleus-nucleus collisions. In these -especially at incident energies high above the Coulomb barrier -the participating protons experience large velocity changes and are thus possible sources of electromagnetic bremsstrahlung produced from them via external conversion. Theoretically the relevance of bremsstrahlung as a probe for the dynamics of a nuclear collision has recently been pointed out 8 " 10 . For sufficiently hard photons, the energy for their production is available only in the reaction zone and only in the early stage of the collision. In that respect they have similar properties as pions which have been considered a particle probing the dynamics of nuclear collisions at intermediate energies. and by a semiclassical bremsstrahlung ansatz* . The interesting features resulting from this pion production work triggered our attempt to also study the photons directly produced with medium-energy heavy ions and their analysis as a radiative process accompanying the nuclear collision. Because of their negligable interaction with the surrounding nuclear matter photons seem to have some advantage as compared to pions. To study the features of the neutral pion and the direct photon emission from nuclear collisions we performed a series of experiments using 12 C ions from the CERN synchrocyclotron of 84, 74, 60 and 48 MeV/u, impinging on targets from 12 C to 238 U. To furthermore study the mass dependence we investigated the (nearly) symmetric systems 1, 0+ 24 Mg at 48 MeV/u and compared them to data from *'Ar+*°Ca as well as "*Kr+*Zr, taken 12 at the 44 MeV/u beam of GANIL. The directly produced photons were registered with the same detector slopes 'of the photon and pion spectra are very similar. The slope parameter E o as obtained from a fit of an exponential exp(-E/Ee) to the spectra increases gradually with beam energy as displayed in the lower part of Fig. 1 , but it does not change when the atomic numbers of the colliding nuclei are varied (at a given energy per nucleon). This indicates the source of the radiation to be composed of equally many nucleons from target and projectile. The exponential shape of the hard photon as well as the neutral pion spectra suggests an interpretation in a thermal model (with a statistically equilibrated fireball or hot spot). We have attempted to fit the data using a simple black-body radiation expression and obtain a reasonable overall fit to the spectral slopes observed6 at different ~4~ after adjusting T = E:~/~*A~ + AT; AT = 4 (+ 0.5) MeV. The resulting slope parameters E,are shown as lines in the lower part of Fig. 1. (Note, that E, is different fromT due to the term E .pc in the expression for the energy spectrum: dZa/dE dQ = E. pc d'a/dp3; E=pc for photons). The dashed lines in the upper part of the Figure result from the thermal model after adjusting a "strengthu parameter S. The calculation of absolute cross sections in such a model suffers from their exponential dependence on the temperature Twhich is difficult to be fixed with high enough accuracy. This is also true for our approach of reading T from the spectral slopes which is accurate within +-1.5 MeV only; from the fit to the photon data it appears that S~i s about one order of magnitude smaller than a first guess from: ~A,TR:/~, . A direct*comparison between pion and photon data can be performed with much less ambiguity: clearly Sr has to be adjusted to be at least a factor of 6 larger than SK. With these strength parameters inserted into the black body radiation formula one 'bbtains a rather good overall fit to the photon or pion data obtained at the different projectile energies between 48 and 84 MeV/u. But because of the need of the different ad hoc assumptions this is not a proof of the validity of the statistical model for these intermediate energy collisions. Neither the introduction of an additional temperature AT = 4 MeV nor the equal participant hypothesis can be justified from first principles. Besides that the rather small strength parameter Sr and its large difference from the respective pion value ST indicate an emission of these hard photons prior to the statistical equilibration of the energy of relative motion; such a dynamical emission is of course governed by the rather weak coupling of photons to nuclear matter (as compared to the much stronger pion-nucleus coupling). The photon emission should thus not resemble thermal radiation but rather be compared to the classical dynamic radiation, namely bremsstrahlung. The intensity of bremsstrahlung depends on the change of the charges velocity in the collision; with increasing Ey it decreases as l / E r up to some critical energy. This energy and the subsequent exponential fall off in the photon spectra are related to the cut off of the high Fourier components in the space-time development of the nuclear motions19 , i.e. to the most violent part of the collisional deceleration. For one-dimensional (linear) motion bremsstrahlung has a dipole pattern19 perdendicular to the direction of motion (in the comoving frame and tilted forward in the laboratory). In a collision there is interference between the radiation from the decelerated projectile and the accelerated target charge, which is especially strong in the case of equal charge to mass ratio; in that case the dipole component of the radiation is extinct (completely in nonrelativistic approximation) and a quadrupole distribution evolve^^"^. In our experiment a pure quadrupole pattern was not expected to show up since the impact parameter and the nuclear radii are comparable or even larger than the wavelength of the detected photons (1 fm < % c / E , . s 4 fm) leading to a filling of the minim~m'~ at 90'. Dipole components also appear due to elementary p-n collisions9~ l o visible due to incoherent nucleon motion and an incomplete averaging over the reaction zone by the emitted short wavelength photons. Experimentally we do not observe6 strongly structured photon angular distributions, but a clear 90' minimum in the pion case. The high energy fall off in the spectra is more pronounced than the one expected from total energy conservation2' and is apparently due to the finite extension of the collision process in space and time1' , which are the quantities we wish to learn about. For the quadrupole case the relation between the stopping time and the slope parameter has been studied8,' by carrying out the Fourier integrals. This numerical problem becomes trivial when assuming the deceleration of a point charge Z along a straight line caused by a Lorenz shaped slowing down function with width T (FWHM). In that case the observed values E, = 20 MeV correspond tofi/~ 2 30 MeV and indicate collision times T 2 10'~~sec which obviously decrease with increasing beam energy (cf. Fig. 3b) . Similar to what was found1' in pion production the observed decrease is in agreement with the assumption of a beam-energy independent deceleration length X = r$c 2 1.2 fm, over which the relative velocity of the collision partners is slowed down.
In conclusion it can be said that in nucleus-nucleus-collisions at 44 MeV/u to 84 MeV/u neutral pion as well as direct photon production are sufficiently strong to be used as a probe for the collision dynamics. The data6 indicate that the hard photons observed originate from a source composed from equally many participant nucleons out of target and projectile -also if these have different mass. Such a source probably is the result of the first collision between nucleons from both nuclei prior to complete thermalization. The rather high temperature -in comparison to a classical gas of the same energy content -necessary in a description as black-body-radiation is another indication of such a preequilibrium situation. The enhancement of pion emission versus photon emission in that picture also points in that direction: the larger coupling of pions to nuclear matter enlarges their emission rate and thus their preequilibrium yield. Bremsstrahlung is the prototype of a nonequilibrium dynamic radiation process; a respective analysis of our data seems feasible, but a definite proof of such an interpretation is hampered by the insufficient wavelength and thus coherence length of the radiation observed. Whereas coherent bremsstrahlung calculation^^^^^^^^^^ fall significantly below the experimental cross sections, data are mostly in accordance to an expression for incoherent bremsstrahlung''
, reasonably normalized and modified to fit the steep slopes in the experimental spectra. These high energy slopes are interpreted as reflecting the high Fourier components in the relative motion, which then turns out to be slowed down considerably within 1.2 fm. The first nucleon-nucleon collision during the nuclear encounter is likely to cause such a strong deceleration and the emitted pions and photons are thus a sensitive probe to this early stage of the reaction.
Recent calculation^^^ indicate, for example, that the photon and pion emission yields in such collisions may be influenced by shock compression effects. 
